The following fact is well known: if f iZ I is an open, continuous and one-to-one function, then it is closed·
end the cardinality of a set A we denote by Â and card A, respectively, By o we denote the pover of the continuum.
The lower topological limit of {A n } we denote by Li A Q , , [7] ). The function f is called Morrey monotone if every level f"^(y) is a continuum.
There are many interesting examples of open functions that are not closed (even if the continuity of those maps is assumed). One such a case is discussed in Proposition 1, below. This proposition is, at the same time, grounds for further considerations whose results will be included in the successive theorems. Proposition 1. Let X be a locally connected separable metric space, dense-in-itself and Y a connected separable metric space and of the cardinality c. Then there exists an open and weakly oonnected function f from the space X onto Y, which is not closed*^.
' If X « R, then it can be proved that f is connected.
Proof.
Let S = |vifv2,...} be a countable base, consisting of open and connected sets (it is well known that such a base 3 exists -see for example [9] * proof of Theorem 2). Let Ω denote the least ordinal number with the cardinality of continuum. Now, we define a family {Aa}w<ß of countable, dense and pairwise disjoint subsets of X.
Let Aq be an arbitrary countable and dense set in X. Assume that for β<Ω we have defined a family {α(Χ}0(<^ of oountable, densa and pairwise disjoint subsets of X* Now, V \ l^J A^ Φ 0 for every n=1,2,...; indeed, card Vn=c for n-1,2,... and card U Aa<c. Let pi^eV \(J Aw «</3. Now, we show that f is not closed. For y e γ, there exists the sequenoe |yn] of points of the set Y\{y} suoh that y « lim yfl. Let y0e Y\{y} and let x0 e f" 1 (y0). By the η -oc definition of f, the level f~Myn) is a dense set in X (for n=1,2,...). We denote by xQ an arbitrary element of K(x0, j)nf" 1 (ya) (for n=1,2,...). Of oourse xQ » lim xfl. r 1 n-00 The set |xn: n=0,1,2,...} is closed in X, but the image f({xni n=0,1,2,...}) = Iyns n=0,1,2,...} is not olosed.
The above proposition implies the question: Under what additional assumptions, the open function f from a space X onto a space Y is closed? Of course, it is commonly known that the continuity and the one-to-one correspondence of the -741 -function f oan be these assumptions (see e.g. [3] » Theo-. rem 1.4.10 p.51). It turne out that in some oases those assumptions oan be weakened by replacing the-continuity by , the connectedness and the one-to-one correspondence by the Morrey monotoaicity of this function· The theorem proving .. this fact will be preceded by the formulation of the lemma, which was proved in -742 -(where the symbol < dénotée the relation on the directed set L). It le obvious that Δ «Ith the relation -3 le a directed set· Now, we define the net {*¿}¿ e ¿ In the following way » for every δ = (σ,υ)βΔ let ζ δ » y 5 . Of course, {»¿J^a le the subnet of {y ff } ee £ end consequently y » Ilm z¿.
Note that if
, then f 1 (« e )n w Φ 0 Φ f 1 (« tf )n F. Henoe, according to the Uorrey monotoniaity of f, we infer that f~1(z¿)n Κ ¡Í 0 for each ΰε,Δ . Let x 6 be an arbitrary element of the intersection f" 1 (8,y)n Κ for <5e¿ · Then {x^j^a possesses the accumulation point z 0 e K. let {χ<5'},5' εΔ ' be the subnet of {x^j^e^ Proof* Necessity ia obvious. It is easy to see that f possesses at every point the strong cluster set relative to the set Y 0 (f). Then it is suffiollent to shew that f ia monotone. Proof of this faot is very similar to the part of the proof of Theorem 1 showing that f~^(P) is a oonneoted set*
